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Nineteen years ago I read a pa
Club. This was in early March of 1967. Grissom, Ed White and Roger Chaffee
Apollo I while it was on the ground at K" ~'---'''' .J, --""'L,~ ~-.--
by unfortunate coincidence, the second fa
program has occurred just before I am s
paper. I had not planned to present another
of space, even though I have a deep inter
planned to write a short story on a science- r..-~... i<I~::i'!!.
when I reread my paper of nineteen years a
contrasts between these two tragic events, as
successful space activities, seemed to dem and ::. --'--"'=less than half of the present membership of
hear that earlier paper, I have some hope of
you tonight!
I do not intend to rehash to bare e
accident. The news media are handling that f
and A via t10n Week magazine is covering
operational aspects in a detailed fasion. We
technical details so that this particular accide n
Rather, in the same vein that T used bef
recapitulate what we have achieved in nineteen
learned and where I think we ought to go in t
believe that we must continue the exploration
ourselves and our chlldren, at least to the me m •
died believing in it.

We have done a lot of space in
be pleased and proud of. The final Gemi ni
1966, and the A pollo program was in ful
command module killed Grissom, White and
For almost two years our manned space f while the causes of that fire were elimina
Apollo occurred in October 1968, with a
command module. Between then and
including six landing~ on the moon, t
without problems.
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The most se rious problem occurred during the flight of
Apollo 13 in April of 1970. During that flight a service module
oxygen tank ruptured, crippling the flight after it had left earth's
orbit while on the way to the moon. With a great deal of luck and
skill, the crew was able to swing around the moon and return to earth
by using the power supply and oxygen from the lunar lander. There
was a real possibility that this accident could have killed the crew.
We were lucky, and the succeeding flights had no serious probl e ms.
Between the end of the moon landing phase of the Apollo
program and 1975, we launched four orbiting space stations, three
Skylabs and the joint United States and USSR Apollo-Soyus mission.
We completed the Apollo program and began the space shuttle
program. For six years the United States flew no manned space
missions, until the first flight of the shuttle Columbia in April 1981.
Even though no manned flights were taking place, there were many
unmanned flights during this period.
In addition to a buildup of earth resour ce satellites,
weather monitoring and the like, the use of television, radio and
telephone transmission by means of satellites increased at a great
rate. In addition, unmanned planetary exploration continued. The
Viking 1 and Viking II Mars landings in 1976 are good examples, as are
the more recent Voyager trips to the outer planets.
The manned space flight program resumed with the flight
of Columbia in 1981, followed by twenty-three more or less
successful flights of four different vehicles.
We saw launches,
television programs from space, space walks, the repair of failed
satelli tes and the launching of many different units. The whole
process was becoming rather mundane. A senator and a congressman
went along for the ride. The debates about the shuttle centered on
whether enough flights could be scheduled to meet the demand for
the projected mix of civilian, military and science payloads,. All
major payloads were designed solely for shuttle launch; that lS, no
provision was made for an alternate launch method, and, in fact, no
alternate methods existed for most large payloads. The concept of
the shuttle as the work-horse vehicle had been accepted, and
apparently was working.
The design of the forthcoming large,
permanently manned space station is being predicated on the shuttle.
It was common several years ago to use the number of shuttle trips
required to establish a station as one measure of its cost!
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probably
Now almost our entire spacr ':rc:C:2::~
o la unch
for another year or two. Si~C~ we
loration
almost all of our payloads, 1t 1S not
y a nd
portion, but most ~f the un~~nned
rent
scientific missions WhiCh ar~ W~itlng foe . re_=:::o
- the
crisis. In a little while, 1 will diSCUSS w
.$:]00::::.
future, but first 1 want to look at what
predictions of nineteen years ago.
In the late sixties, there were f
of satellites: military observation units, ..'t!S%~=r ~c.....:;~
resource satellites and communications sa
these and predicted a booming future for _
have been developed to a high level of sophis±:iC::a::o..
gov e rnm e nt does not say much about .
RCXJ~1a
satellites, the results f rom them have provl
of detail so that we have all types of info
moment's notice.
We count on this data
potential enemies, and would be in trouble if
lost.
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Weather satellites have also become
We see views of the weather from space each
news broadcasts. When one of the GEOS units
unit was moved each season so that the Ati
observed dur ing the hurricane season and the PG.Oo............~
during the winter. The recent loss of a re p!a:c~~~
launch accident will continue to put pressure 0 • .~~o..
we have come to depend on this technology
property from damaging storms.
:12!~~ C'I::l~lmer cial

. , and
ventures. The Europeans are also launchi ng
customers ranging from oil companies to agri-t:..J:ti%c!~ =":j outinely
use their results. It was a LANDSAT photo
1 nuclear
a ccident that gave us our first unclassified
• Anyone
can buy these photos, and a large catalog no
g m os t of
Sta t ions in
the earth. Many countries have installed
order to pick up transmissions from our sa~=-,-, ...,:;;;;a.
deta il, as
well as the types of information available,
the sixties. So we have also become de pen
technology.
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Communication satellites are another success story.
Many commercial firms either own or are part of syndicates which
own their systems, with complex ground facilities and their own
satellites. Besides the commercial telephone and television links, the
interconnection of computer systems into global networks is now
possible. General Electric, for example, has linked several of its
computer centers together so that the Amsterdam center and the
Cleveland center can work together much as if they were in the same
city.
Worldwide military communications have also become an
intrinsic part of their capability.
The worldwide information
explosion would be nearly impossible without these satellites.
I was much too conservative about one area of the
communications satellite business. 1 did not foresee the boom in
moderate-cost, direct-broadcast TV receiver equipment.
I had
mentioned this technology as a "sleeper ," but incorrectly believed
that it would have to wait until high-power space electrical power
generation was developed. What I missed was the development of
sensitive receivers available at a price consumers could afford. Now
the two biggest problems involve local zoning for the receiver dishes
and the scrambling of signals so that the broadcast companies like
HBO can collect their fees from individuals, as well as from cable TV
companies! One of the most interesting uses of direct broadcast TV
has been in India, where this method is the cheapest way to reach
their large population scattered over an entire subcontinent. Even
the slTlallest village can have its antenna, electrical generator and TV
se t in order to receive educational and ente rtainment broadcasts
from the central government. Japan, with its string of islands, is also
using this technology to reach the whole population.
Another key application I missed altogether is the use of
satellites for ocean and aerial navigation. Several systems, both
military and civilian, are now in use. These enable a ship or plane
with the correct electronic equipment to locate its position quickly
and accura tely almost anywhere on earth.
,

I was right on the mark with one use of manned space

fhg~t! and . that :vas the ~epair of failed satellites. Everybody is now

fam111ar WIth th1s operatlon. Men have repaired a satellite in orbit
an? ,also re~rieved one for ground repair. What is still lacking is the
ablhty to 'pIck up or repair one in a high geosynchronous orbit, where
all ~he dIrect broadcast satellites are located. This will have to
aW~lt the developme.nt of a different type of shuttle, or some sort of
orbItal transfer vehIcle from a permanent space station. With the
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proliferation of satellites, it will
capabili ty before the prime space
with dead units.
Another area which I predi
is the orbiting laboratory. Skylab
experimental space facilities, now
industrial experiments using the shut
Europe, fits in the shuttle bay and
experiments to be performed in the wei
space. One flight of this facility has ta
was scheduled for the near future. Alt
breakthroughs, much interesting informati
expect to see real progress in the next deca
One last development which I
That is the development of a large optical
advantages of such a telescope, above t he
city lights, has been obvious for some time.
shuttle to deploy such a large device and t o .is possible. The Hubble telescope was also SC:::;'lIi!!'C:::t.!:.;~,
launch in the near future.
There were other items I menti
are still in the planning stage, and depend
shuttle.
These are returning to the m
permanent base, manned planetary explorati
and necessary for the first two items,
permanent manned space station. I will come
this paper. All depend on the shuttle. Firs J
discuss what I think will or ought to happen in

t1xlcZ~

Right now we are in the
investigation process.
Soon we will
Presidential Commission, with its reco mm
most probable cause of the Challenger ""-"",-,,...,.;;;u
failure of a joint in the solid rocket boos -.
followed by qualification testing will be
ssary. B
the minimum work required. The committee has already
overed
management and philosophical proble ms i
the wa y NASA has been
conducting the entire shuttle program . I ill discuss t wo of these,
recognizing that there will be many othe s .
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The first is the flow of information concerning flight
safety matters from the engineers to the crew. It has become
apparent that the Challenger crew did not have the information a?out
past problems with the solid boosters available before the flIght.
This alone will require a rethinking about briefings for the crew a s
well as the placing of responsibility for launch either on the
commander of the flight or on some other person. Traditionally, the
mission commander has had the ultimate say on the launch.
However, for all practical purposes, this power has been dilute d
because of split responsibilities as well as the large number of people
involved in the launch operations. NASA has got to rethink this
through and come up with a more acceptable system. If special risks
are to be taken, the crew must be fully aware of the problems and
the engineering solutions involved.
The second has to do with the concept of single-point
failures.
This gets a little complex, so bear with me.
All
mechanically complex systems have certain elements which have no
backup in the event of failure. In a car, if the steering linkage breaks
at high speed, an accident is almost inevitable. There is no backup
syste m, even though one could be designed, because the cost is
perceived to be too great relative to the chances of this robus t
system failing. Sim11arly, a mountain climber uses only a single ,
well-tested rope, even though a failure could kill him. There are a
number of this type of situations in the shuttle system. In the
present accident, there was no backup to the failure of the boosters
during the first few minutes of flight. Once the boosters are fired,
there is nothing the crew can do until separation occurs at about two
minutes after liftoff. After that point, there are possible abort
procedures. It has been suggested that ejection seats or an ejectable
crew capsule as used on military aircraft would provide a possible
backup during the first few minutes of the flight. Even if this type of
system had been in place, the Challenger accident probably happened
too fast for any type of manual action. The whole problem of
single-point failures needs to be reexamined in order to make sure
that any system that cannot be backed up is sufficiently robust. If
not, it must be redeSigned. Although it is not realistic to eliminate
all single-point failure modes, they all need to be studied rigorousl y
so that everybody concerned is thoroughly confident in them. After
all, there are five computers on board even though one has to work to
fly the mission. NASA has prided itself on the redundancies built into
their spacecraft. They had better realize that some components need
to be so inherently reliable that the probability of failure is
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vanishingly remote.
these are!

And they had be

I assume that the comp e
investigation will lead to full resump
operational rules and improved har dw:
paper, NASA tentatively plans to resume ;.........~~
Three flights are planned for 1987, and
early 1988, including the first military
Force Base in California and the laun
telescope in March of 1988. With only
there will be intense scheduling problem s.
studied.

-nponents
acci dent
revised
of this
1987.
ed for
't'Z;YJen!ll~ g Air
e space

The first is to build another sh
are available, originally built as either spares
components for a possible fifth orbiter.
s "'P'.-.:.....;~
several years to complete, but would be the ~G:S.1::!5~ ..
manned capa bility. I hope that, at least, t his ~~r::J
This would give us a modern unit and return
we previously had.
Another option is one the militar y f .....·· .......,...
uncomfortable for some time with their de per'lOl:!X:!e
for their large payloads. What they want is eX?l!~a::~:e
the Titan 34D that exploded recently at Va n
They have already ordered ten of these
thirteen to recover not only from the acciden+ Sit::z!:D),
them an independent capability. In addition,
large payloads with the ability to launch the
or with the Titan. Thus, they will be able
for a particular mission nearer to the laun
more important if the buildup for "Star W

ce Base.
di tional
to give
"gn their
shu ttle
option
be e ven

Still another, longer-range op .
ei ther an im proved shuttle system or
improved shuttle would resemble the
incorporate the lessons learned and adv
e past
decade. We could expect greater ec~...-r
as enhanced
capability with such a system. However,
step -nay be the
truly reusable launch vehicle, the aer~_,............
. system
would be able to take off from a runwa y.
~........
airplane,
and fly directly into low earth orbit. T ~~\o"'::lmE~t problems are
great, but many believe that this
ost economical
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system in the long run. Preliminary work has started, but much new
technology is required and it will be many years before this type of
system is operational. Both of these options could be used for the
development of a manned space station and implementation of the
"Star Wars" option. I believe that either would meet the needs for
improved manned capability, but that the aerospace plane may take
so long to develop that we may need both. I certainly feel that the
aerospace plane in desirable, but there may be better ways to
economically launch large payloads. My favorite is the use of a large
catapult built on a mountain near the equator. This could launch an
orbiter il1to space without the need to carry large quantitles of fuel
just to gain speed and penetrate the atmosphere.
Various
calculations have shown that this is feasible, and very likely quite
economical. It does not meet the military need for being deployable
from a large number of U.S. air bases, and does not have the
flexibility they desire, but for civilian purposes the catapult might be
the foundation of a really cheap way to get into space. In any case, a
replacement for the current shuttle system will be needed for the
long-term exploration of space, and we had best get going with it
soon.
The next major enterprise planned is the manned orbiting
space station. Several years ago, when I was still working on
space-related activities, I saw some of the designs being proposed by
NASA and its contractors. This would be a true space base. Located
in low earth orbit, it would provide important functions for both
civilian and military missions. One of the most important would be
for long-term experimental facilities.
Right now, laboratory
experiments are limited to the time a shuttle can remain in orbit,
about a week, or else must be put on an unmanned satellite. We are
just beginning to see the benefits of space research and the potential
for the manufacture of products in space. The ability to conduct long
experiments, to modify procedures and to make significant amounts
of products in weightless space should have a real payoff.
Another use of the space base is for the sophisticated
observation of earth. The difference between the results of the best
earth resource satellites and the photos and observations froln our
manned flights is remarkable. Pictures taken by .hand-held cameras
rival the best electronically imaged pictures. EqUIpment operate~ by
trained observers could improve the quality of our earth.obse.rvatlOns
and make really economic earth-use management pOSSlble In m~ny
areas. The military would truly have the high ground, complete wlth
real-time observation of most of the world.
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A prime use for the space
manned astronomical observatory.
advantages of an earth observatory
atmosphere. I would expect to see qui
such a facility.

r\Ces fr om

The plans I have seen include
which can be used to transport people
space base and other orbiting locations.
able to reach other low earth-orbit
geosynchronous orbits used by communicati
The repairing of these units would then be po.~.;;..::::.
doing this from a space base is that the ener
for transporta tiun will be much less than I
system. These vehicles would be built sole i _
would never have to endure the strain of Ian
could be less massive and truly functional for course, their construction material would have
but thei r design would allow the use of less
earth-built vehicle.
This is what the base might look
leet in
collec tion of large cylinders, perhaps sixteen
diamete r and fifty to one hundre d fifty fe e t long, fl
~o.ire~thE~r int o
a rectangular array. The se are the living quarters,
- shops,
below
the laboratories and the manufacturing facilities.
like a
the plane of these cylinde rs are arrays of open
child's erector se t. These arrays hold the solar pa
power, or perhaps nuclear power, sources with
radiators. Sections of the array are designed for doc '
from earth and for the inter-orbit transport vehicles..
where it has a clear view of space, is a telescope an
eqUipm e nt. Facing earth is the earth observatory. The w
has been built up over a period of years. Everything in .
brought from earth. Each new shuttle load Is stuffed to full
If the prime payload does not fill it, additional standb)'
+ion
available, ranging fro m nuts and bolts to wa t er tanks. At t'le
for
everything left in orbit, including the packing material , is
something. What you have is a small base with crew and fa ..
some ways like the U.S. McMurdo sound base in Antarctica,
that base totally depende nt on supplies from elsewhere.
The most e xciting use for the space base is as a jumpin g
off place for fu rther spa ce trips. For both manne d and
man ne d
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trips, the ability to assemble vehicles in orbit simplifies the whole
process. A recent study by a presidential com mi ttee headed by
Thomas O. Paine is recommending that the U.S. take the lead in
settling on the moon, Mars and the inner solar system in the first half
of the next century. This plan envisions a moon settlement by 2017
and a full Mars settlement by 2027. What benefit would these
settlements have?
Much of the attractiveness of a moon base is that it has
many of the features of the space base coupled with an abundance of
raw materials. Certainly less construction material would be needed.
The rocks of the moon contain most of the minerals needed for
construction, given an abundance of power from a nuclear generator.
The only substance which appears in short supply is water, and this is
something that can be recycled. There is even the hope that some
sources of hydrogen can be found, thus allowing the synthesis of
water. It is certainly possible to conceive of a self-sustaining lunar
colony. This assumes a long-range commitment, as the base will
reqUire frequent supply trips from earth, via the space station, for
many years. One scenario for supplying the moon base visualizes a
space station circling the moon. The trip to the moon would then be
made in three stages. A shuttle would lift the cargo from earth to
the space base. A deep-space vehicle would carry the cargo to the
moon base, where it would be loaded into a lunar lander for the last
leg of the trip. For routine travel to the moon, this procedure would
be much more economical than a direct trip from earth.
The establishment of a Mars base might make use of both
the space base and the moon base. Any construction materials that
could be supplied from the moon would probably be cheaper than
those from earth. By the time we are ready for a Mars base, the
space construction business should be well developed. But why should
we establish a Mars base? That is a good question, since there is
little chance of any economic gain. There is certainly no obvious
military gain. About the only reason to go would be to get there
before the Russians do! Of course, that is part of the reason we went
to the moon seventeen years ago. The other was as a show of
national pride in our technology. Are these the reasons for pla~ning
further space exploration, or should we use the Cha~l~n~er? aCCident
as a reason to retreat from the more daring space actlvitles.
In my paper of nineteen years ago, 1 ~pent muc~ of my
time justifying the space program. 1 compared it to the fifteenth
century exploration by sea of the Indies, both East and West, and
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concluded that the real opains were
opportuni ties that the European na .
The wealth of the New World turned
Indies, but first the gold and silver and ~'-""""r
new continents. As an additional par
arguments were almost the same at" 0 ..... ,.,.,.....space program. Now, at an unpla nned s
space program, the same argument s a
are being raised.

ion

The mill tary is now maki ng a
the entire program, except for the com
areas. If they do, we will undoubta bly
technology for near-earth operations. The "with no direction beyond mlJltary needs.
happened in Germany before and dur ing
fledgling German space pioneers were dir
of the various "V" weapons. The technoJ
was developed, but was used solely for
path we might end up following if we are no
Again using the analogy of
appears to me that the countries which rea
explorations did so by a sustained effor t
certainly did not neglect the military op .
their ships and naval technology, but
exploratory phase in their endeavors. ~'e
maintaining a far-sighted view of space as
military technology we truly need for de!
separate area for debate). In this conte xt,
and Mars settlements is a worthy, long- r
States. We need to keep our sights on t he
on our feet keep us from pushing forwar d.

it

To conclude this rambling paper, I
o the
Challenger accident. After a long run of SlIIc:a~fuI
Challenger crew was killed almost instantl y·
television audience. In one sense, a bu tt
talented people died. It does no good to sho
been postponed, the boosters would have w
is that they did not. Just as the families of
the pieces of their lives and go on, so we as a
the space program. We can and mus t COl"
o co tinue our
them, and then proceed to do the best
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national goals of exploring space in a responsible and sustained
fashion. We owe it to their memory, to ourselves and to our children.
There is a big universe out there waiting for us to explore it. We
need to move out and up to the next frontier!

